


W 
inner of the Norwegian Ibsen Scope award, the perfor-

mance INSTINTO is one of the five selected among fifty-

-four projects from over thirty countries that competed 

for the award. In this montage, we see the essence of 

Brand, character from the homonymous work by Hen-

rik Ibsen, brought to modern contexts in fragmented fashion, mixing 

theater, dance, music and visual arts. Brand is a relentless, obsessi-

ve leader, much like many extremist leaders today who dangerously 

influence crowds of human beings, frequently to devastating results. 

Based on that idea and pervaded by questions about the limits of our 

own humanity, we asked if our rationality is enough to distinguish us 

from animals, which are instinctive in their needs and leadership choi-

ces. INSTINTO is a questioning about the constant conflict between 

our ideals and our actions. It is the result of our concerns, of our desire 

to assimilate some phenomena of today’s world, to understand a little 

more about human beings, our instincts and our similarities with the 

primates.



T 
he construction of the dramaturgy was done in 

many layers that were superimposed and, little by 

little, merged. We took off from the idea of leader 

presented in Ibsen’s Brand, but brought it to our 

Brazilian context. We took the essence of the work 

and approached it by several means: word, choreographed 

movements, sounds, images, gestures. We approached Ib-

sen emphasizing the risk of following without judgement 

those who present themselves as leaders.

Monkeys are a counterpoint to the human. They 

bring us levity, but also instinct. Animals choose their lea-

ders based on survivability, the necessary quality to keep 

the pack strong. The human being is based on personal in-

terest, even if it means the destruction of its fellow men. 

We lost part of our instinct and became deeply rational and 

selfish. For us, the animal is the counterpoint. That’s why, 

on stage, we use latex masks that bring a feeling close to 

the realism of the animal, tensioning with the more human 

costumes and the movement of the actors, that transit be-

tween animal and human.



INSTINTO has a stage version, lasting about 45 

minutes, which can be adapted to different types of alter-

native spaces, open or closed. It also has a performance 

lasting between 10 to 15 minutes, which can be performed 

in different spaces, contexts and events. The performance 

has been performed at Norway, on the occasion of recei-

ving the Ibsen Scope Award, and at the Noite dos Museus 

(Night of the Museums) in Porto Alegre, at Cinemateca Ca-

pitólio. INSTINTO premiered at Palco Giratório SESC 2023, 

and continued on season on Teatro Oficina Olga Reverbel, 

at the Multipalco Eva Sopher, in Porto Alegre. It is a timely 

work, relevant in different contexts and events.





ARTISTIC 
TEAM



Conception:  Camila Bauer and Lia-

ne Venturella

Direction:  Camila Bauer

Cast:  Alexsander Vidaleti, Fabia-

ne Severo, Liane Venturella and 

Nelson Diniz

Sonography and sound operation: 
Álvaro RosaCosta

Authorial sound intervention:  Pa-

ola Kirst

Dramaturgy:  Giuliano Zanchi, ba-

sed on the work Brand, by Hen-

rik Ibsen, and the dramaturgical 

collaboration of the cast.

Choreographical direction:  Carlota 

Albuquerque

Scenography and objects:  Elcio 

Rossini

Videomaking:  Elcio Rossini and 

Maurício Rossini

Lightning and videography:  Ricar-

do Vivian

Costumes:  Daniel de Lion

Masks:  Victor Lopes

Guest provocateurs:  Alexsander 

Vidaleti, Elcio Rossini, Mailson 

Fantinel and Rafael Bricoli

Guests for the song “Choro do 

Macaco”:  Simone Rasslan (piano) 

and Beto Chedid (Acoustic guitar 

and cavaquinho)

Participation in fair audio (RO):  
Anderson Silva and Rinaldo San-

tos

Graphic Art:  Jéssica Barbosa

Photography:  Vilmar Carvalho

Publicity:  Léo Sant’Ana

Social networks:  Pedro Bertoldi

Overall production:  Projeto Gom-

pa

Financing:  Ibsen Scope

Special thanks:  Hilde Guri Hohlin, 

Korina Vasileiadou, Letícia Vieira, 

Sala Terpsi and Cia IncomodeTe



Technical 
requirements
for travel:
• Crew of 8 people.

• 4 scenery cases that can be dispat-
ched on flights as luggage in regular 
dimensions of 23 kg (aprox. 50 lbs)

• Adaptable stage dimensions.



T 
he struggle for liberty is nothing but the 

constant active appropriation of the 

idea of liberty. He who possesses liberty 

otherwise than as an aspiration possesses it 

soulless, dead. One of the qualities of liberty is 

that, as long as it is being striven after, it goes 

on expanding. Therefore, the man who stands 

still in the midst of the struggle and says, “I 

have it,” merely shows by so doing that he has 

just lost it.

“

”Henrik Ibsen



Reviews



“The text written by Giuliano 
Zanchi, based on the work Brand, by 
Henrik Ibsen, had the dramaturgical 
collaboration of the cast and weaves 
a corrosive, encyclopedic and theatri-
cal script full of fragments that arrive 
in multiple voices or in gigantic pro-
jected images. So we follow the (un) 
human saga of a character chasing his 
ideals and some redemption at any 
cost for the souls that inhabit this pla-
net. And by bringing this archetype of 
the redeeming leader, it opens up to 
the historical wounds about everyo-
ne who decide to follow. PS: followers, 
such a fashionable word, right?

Camila Bauer makes a dynamic, 
intelligent, sensitive and careful mon-
tage. We are surrounded, like the ani-
mals on stage in the cages our hu-
manity has erected and continues to 
erect… And it’s in this tangle that Ale-
xsander Vidaleti, Fabiane Severo, Lia-
ne Venturella and Nelson Diniz roam 
in strong and subtle performances as 
if walking along the edge of an abyss. 
Each word and gesture gains promi-
nence, at times in an agile and cho-
reographic game, at times in a dense 
suspension, at times coated with a 
layer so thin that it looks as if it could 
be ripped apart with a breath.

And the accuracy of the monta-
ge is in each element, from Ricardo 
Vivan’s lightning and videography, to 
Carlota Albuquerque’s bodywork, to 
the props such as the amorphous, fa-
celess, stillborn rag doll that the wo-
men cradle like mothers trying to give 
life to a late son. (Tears). And all that 
packaged in a masterful sonographic 
orchestration, right there on stage, by 
Álvaro RosaCosta, who once again de-
serves applause by his originality and 
potency between hypnotical rave, mi-
litary march, apotheotic carnival and 
touching minimalism. A sonority that 
also presents us with the interven-
tions of Paola Kirst, who drives sam-
ples, voice and percussion.

(…)

There is still time? We are sapiens, 
but few are wise, sentences the cha-
racter. The answer seems timid, but 
somehow present there, in a theater 
crowded with some of the 8 billion that 
inhabit the planet, gathered in front of 
artists of such quality, so close, here in 
our own town. We are beings who still 
have art, perhaps as an alternative to 
not succumb to watching astonished 
the drives of life transform into drives 
of death. Bravo Projeto Gompa!”

Aiton Tomazzoni – CENA.TXT
R E A D  T H E  O R I G I N A L

https://txtcena.art.blog/2023/06/04/instinto-a-humanidade-errante-a-beira-do-abismo/?fbclid=IwAR3HoEJJWE2CWY7jJBQNUmom1_Fzf5ll-B4JUAh_nmp_0F_8xlluYJ5twKE






























Financing: Overall production:

W W W . P R O J E T O G O M P A . C O M

instagram.com/projetogompa

facebook.com/projetogompa

C A M I L A  B A U E R   

+55 51 8214-9875

camilabauerb@gmail.com

contatos




